
How can we share in a letter the abundance of another year in
Brown Girl Surf?! Perhaps in our senses we will hear, see, feel that
there is laughter - pure, contagious joy that spills out of our
bellies into the sea. There is silence - peaceful stillness that
envelopes us in moments of reflection. There is screaming -
elated, delightful bursts that escape us in the salty waves. There is
song - ancestral and intergenerational vibrations joined in the
wind. And there is love - heartful, soulful, connectedness that
embraces all of us in gentle exclamation, from the Ocean to each
other. 

There is abundance in us, for us, and from us! To everyone
that shared in this abundance, supported this abundance,
witnessed and affirmed this abundance - Brown Girl Surf

sends you immense gratitude (and stoke). 
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These lands and waters where we work and play are, and have
always been rightfully stewarded by Indigenous peoples. Brown

Girl Surf currently occupies unceded and stolen Lisjan Ohlone land.
As part of our commitment to fighting settler colonialism, we pay
our respect to our Indigenous elders - past, present, and future -

and strive to help heal colonial traumas and create a path for joy. 
 

We invite you to reflect on the fact that this land acknowledgment
is merely the first step in Brown Girl Surf's decolonization path and

that we are turning acknowledgement into action. 
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First a goodbye (more like sea you later),

then some hellos,
With one departure we welcome... FOUR?! new staff. BGS has
hired three amazing Surf Program Leads to support our at the

beach programming. Naomi Faud, Sydney Harvey, and Patricia
Barrett-Ong are our newest ocean joy facilitators. 

 
We were also able to hire 3 of our Rising Leader/Summer Camp

Alumni as Summer Camp Assistant Surf Leads! Thank you
Jessica Knox, Shauntiara Williams, & Risa Padilla for making

summer camp so special!
 
 

Our fourth new staff member is still out in the
community (or playing in the sea) and we hope

we can invite them into our team. 
We are searching for a Program & Engagement
Specialist to join us. If you're interested, or know

someone who might be, please visit
browngirlsurf.com/job-opportunities/ to learn

more.

Growing
Changes  on staff

If you hadn't already heard, Brown Girl Surf is saying
farewell to one of our core staff, Marlim Reynosa Ricardo -
Program Specialist. Marlim has dedicated over 5 years to

being the BGS special sauce and is embarking on a journey
to return to her roots in the Dominican Republic. While

Marlim will be constantly missed, we are delighted for her
and her new adventure!

That's Marlim under our wave
cuddle puddle...

and the search continues ....
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Sydney Harvey 
BGS Staff (not in our wetsuits?)
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BGS believes there is always more to learn and we are committed to reflecting
on how our own powers and privileges show up in our work, and how we can

continue to deepen our commitment to equity. With the addition of an
Advocacy Specialist, we have created space to further our internal knowledge,

strengthen our allyship with those who we work alongside, reinforce our
supporting structures, and our work towards equitable beach access.

Deepening
Advocacy efforts

Ocean Justice Forum: 
BGS is excited to share about the launch
of the Ocean Justice Forum! The Ocean

Justice Forum is a coalition of 18
grassroots and national nonprofit

organizations, including BGS, who are
working towards advancing an ocean

policy agenda that promotes the goals
of economic, racial, climate, and

environmental justice. 
BGS is poud of our role in ensuring that

equitable access to the ocean remains a
key policy priority for the Ocean Justice

Forum. 
 
 

Surf Justice Collective:
We also have been recently involved
with the creation of the Surf Justice
Collective. This Collective will bring
together community-based groups

and allies across California to build a
more equitable and inclusive surf

culture. 
We aim to identify, elevate, and

address systemic barriers to public
recreational surfing programs,

including but not limited to,
permitting policies, resource needs,

and organizational capacity.
 

Learning with Redbud Resource Group:
Thanks to Together Bay Area, BGS is a part of Right Relations - a 9 month

pilot program led by Redbud Resource Group. In this cohort-based program
BGS is strengthening our capacity to support Tribal sovereignity, and

reflecting personally and organizationally on what it means for BGS to work
on/in/with stolen and unceded Native land and waters. We are grateful to be

a part of this program in collective action and induvidual learning.

https://www.oceanjusticeforum.info/


As BGS continues to define ourselves and our work we have joined in
intentional partnerships with other organizations we feel aligned with. This
year we co-lead and participated in several joint efforts to recreate modern

day surf culture in our own images!
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Blossoming

This year we returned to our previous model of programming with
larger Soul Surfer beach days! This meant we had more volunteers
at the beach, more participants, and were supported by our Rising
Leader youth. It is truly magic when we can hold integenerational

and interexperiential beach programs together!

program recap 

by the numbers 

Days @ the
BEACH! 

49

Summer Camp 
Youth

37

Rising Leader
Youth

20

Counselors 
in Training

6

New
Participants

136

Total
Participants

305

Alumni Staff 

3
Volunteers 

35



Thank you Cafe
Gabriela, Korner
Oakland, Ono
Bakehouse, &
Understory for

providing us with all
the good eats!

 
 

Just this past Friday, Dec. 9th, we celebrated with our community at our End
of Year party. It was the first time in over three years that we've been able to

gather, in person, to this extent - and we couldn't be happier. 
The night was filled with music, performance, food, friends, and pure ocean
joy. We want to share special appreciation to all those who made this night

possible, especially our dedicated volunteers and Rising Leader youth who we
celebrated!

harvesting

Thank you to our raffle gift donors,
Avasol, City Surf Project, Drakes,
Evo, Good Hot, Grounding Body
Wellness, GoPro, Ideal Surf Co.,

Kinlo, Mando Surf Crafts, My
Evolving Wellness, Oakland Roots
Sports Club, Osea, Proof Lab, REI,
Sanuk, Skate Like a Girl, Sports

Basement, Traveler, Ward Coffey
Shapes

Thank you to our
performers Dana,

Dizzy Jenkins, Leonora,
Hannah Lee, Maite,

Marlim, Meghan, Sabah
and to our DJ's with Hip

Hop for Change

Thank you to all our
funders that make our

work possible and
encourage us to

create the surf culture
we envision

Thank you to
Stephanie & Madoka,

our night's MC's and to
our photographers
Meghan & Jinny for

capturing these
moments

And major love to
those who

planned the whole
thing, Anastasia &

Adriana , & Luz
we're talking to

you


